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Introduction 

Thank you for purchasing the “LONWORKS® communication built-in board option (LIU005Z)” for TOSVERT 
VF-S11 inverter.  

Read this manual carefully before using the board. 
Keep this manual near at hand of the operator who actually uses the "Communication board ", and utilize 
this for future reference in the maintenance and inspection. 
For details of the handling of the board, obtain the following manuals in addition. 
 

◇Instruction manual of LONWORKS® Communication built-in board option (E6581232) 

 

※The  logo is a registered trademark of Echelon Corporation. 

 

NOTE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

▼ See the instruction manual of "LONWORKS® Communication 
board " (E6581232) for cautions relating to the ambient 
environment, installation and wiring.  

▼ Turn off the power supply when connecting or disconnecting a 
transmission cable.  

▼ When the control power is shut off by the instantaneous power 
failure, communication will be unavailable for a while.  

▼ The Life of EEPROM is approximately ten thousand times. 
Avoid writing a command more than ten thousand times to the 
same parameter of the inverter and the communication board.  

Separate manual
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1. Overview 
LONWORKS® network was developed by Echelon Corporation, provides local open network which is 
superior in the distributed control. The LONWORKS® communication board is equipped with the 
dedicated IC for the communication purpose, and it uses free topology Smart transceiver made by 
Echelon.  

 

This network has following features.  
1. Realizes 78Kbps high-speed communication with FTT (Free Topology Transceiver).  
2. Free topology transceiver enables network connection which is not affected by the configuration of 

communication wiring.  
3. Network construction tools are commercially available, and desirable network environment can be 

designed.  
4. Products of other makers can also be laid out by open and non-exclusive network.  
5. Features the merit of distributed control.  
 

This option has the feature that can continuously monitor the status of inverter, and its function do not need 
the real-time control of the inverter. The function is optimum for the peripheral applications (such as the fan 
control) which should monitor the abnormality, variation of frequency and so forth of the inverter.  
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2. Specifications 
 

2.1. Basic specification 
<Environmental specification> 

Item Specification 
Use environment Indoor, Altitude 1000m or lower, Avoid direct sunlight, corrosive or explosive gas, steam, 

powdered particles, dust, grinding fluid and cutting oil. 
Operation temperature Conforms to VF-S11 
Storage temperature -25 to +65℃ 

Relative humidity 20 to 90% (No dew condensation) 
Vibration 5.9m/s2 (0.6G) or less (10 to 55 Hz) (To be complied with JIS C0040.) 

 

<LONWORKS® communication built-in board option (LIU005Z) side> 

Item Specification Note 
Inverter model, 
Number of 
connected INVs 

VF-S11, 
Max. 1 board 

 

Communication 
method 

Binary type  

Baud rate 1200、2400、4800、9600、19200bps 

Commu
nication 
between 
inverter 

Parity odd number, even number or nothing 
Automatic detection 
* Be sure to reset the power supply of 
the inverter after the communication 
setup is changed. 

Power supply 5 VDC Supplied from inverter 
Logic input terminals 2 terminals (F,R) 

With a slide switch, you can easily switch 
between sink logic and source logic 
configrations. 
*An analog input (VIA) is possible to be use 
as a contact input by parameter setup.  

Un-Isolation 

Logic output terminals Nothing  
Relay contact output 
terminals 

1 circuit (FL) Isolation 

Analog input terminals 1 circuit (VIA) Un-Isolation 
Analog output terminals Nothing  
Power supply (24VDC-100mA)  

 

<Network side> 

Item Specification Notes 
Address and related 
items 

Number of domains: 2 
Number of address entries: 31 

 

Network variables Number of transmission data: 11+1 
Number of receiving data: 6+1 
Number of configuration property : 12 

Standard object variables (nviRequest, 
nvoStatus) are included. 

Communication 
transceiver 

Smart Transceiver made by Echelon is 
used. 

78kbps 

Communication signal 2 wires plus shield  
Transmission distance Between nodes: Max. 400m 

Total cable lengths: Max. 500m 
When recommended cable is used: 
 Level 4/22AWG 

Number of connected 
nodes 

Free topology Max. 63 nodes Because a host and router are counted as 
one node, the option can be connected up to 
63 nodes. 

Service SW Provided Used for notification of neuron ID to the host.
Terminal block Detachable terminal block 3-pole Applicable terminal block 

Manufacturer: PHOENIX CONTACT 
Ｔype-Form  : MSTB 2,5/3-ST-5.08 
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2.2. System configuration 

 

Computer
PC

Router

LIU005Z

VF-S11

Free topology  Max. 63 units connected

Router Router

Example of network configuration

Number of connected units to the router: Node  Max. 63 units

LIU005Z

VF-S11

Free topology  Max. 63 units connected

 
 
 

Diversified topology can be constructed.

is this option.

Router

Terminator
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2.3. Names of main parts 
The view of this option and the name of each part are shown below: 

 

F R VIA CC P24

CPU

SL1 SL2
FLA FLB FLC

L
E
D

SW

VF-S11 connector

RJ45

Common serial communication connector
NOTE: Common serial option can be used
but when the common serial function is
used (connected), communication via
LONWORKS® Communication is disabled.

SHLD

FTT

RY

IC

O
S
C

C

Terminal block
for LONWORKS®

Communication

IC

C

C

C

IC

FU

IC

IC

G/E

C
C

SW1:SINK/SOURCE
switching for F terminal
and R terminal.

Service SW
Operate it only when
a cover for the main
circuit terminal is
attached.

Service LED

 
M3 screw (tightening torque: 0.5 N·m) 
Use a flat blade screwdriver with a 0.6 mm thick and 3.5 mm width blade. 
 

 

 Danger 

 

 
Mandatory 

▼ Operate Service SW only when a cover for the main circuit terminal is  

    attached. It could lead to electric shocks. 
▼ Operate Service SW using the non-conductive stick. When it is operated with a 

conductive stick, it could lead to electric shock.  
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2.4. Description of terminals 

<Control circuit terminals specification> 
Terminal 
symbol I/O type Function Electrical 

specifications 

F Input 

Multifunctional programmable contact input. 
Shorting across F-CC causes forward rotation; opening causes 
slowdown and stop. (When SINK logic is selected and ST is 
always ON.) 

R Input 

Multifunctional programmable contact input. 
Shorting across R-CC causes reverse rotation; opening causes 
slowdown and stop. (When SINK logic is selected and ST is 
always ON.) 

No voltage 
contact input 

24 VDC, 5mA or less
 

* SINK/SOURCE 
can be selected 

with SW1. 

VIA Input 

Multifunction programmable analog input. 
Factory default setting: 
0～60Hz frequency setting with 0～10 VDC input. 
In addition, this terminal can be used as a multifunctional 
contact input using the parameters (f109 and f118). 

10VDC 

 
Internal impedance: 

30kΩ 

CC Common to 
Input/Output Control circuit’s equipotential terminal  

P24 Output 24 VDC power supply output 24VDC-100mA 

FLA 
FLB 
FLC 

Output 

Multifunctional programmable relay contact outputs 
The standard factory setting is set to detect the activation of 
the inverter protection function.  
Contact across FLA-FLC is closed and FLB-FLC is opened 
during protection function operation. 

250VAC-1A 
（cosφ=1） 
30VDC-0.5A 
250VAC-0.5A 

（cosφ=0.4A） 
G/E --- Grounding terminal   
SL1  
SL2 

transmission data / reception data  
(There is no polarity.)  LON 

WORKS  LONWORKS® communication shield terminal. This terminal is 
not connected to other circuits in this board. Ground this 
terminal in a location separated from the ground of power line. 

 
SHLD 

 [The internal circuit figure of the F and R terminal.] 
 

 
* Except F and R terminal, refer to the instruction manual of VF-S11 for the internal circuit of the 

input and output terminal. 

 

P24
SINK SOURCE

820
4.7KF, R

Inverter 

 

 

 Danger 

▼ Do not change switch settings while power is on.  
 

   It can damage the product, lead to electric shocks and breakdown. Prohibited 

▼ When setting the VIA function, set the parameter after confirming removed motor 
cables. The motor may suddenly start and that could result in injury. 

 
Mandatory 
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2.5. Communication between inverter 

LONWORKS® communication built-in board option (LIU005Z) communicates using common serial 
communication of the inverter. A response of communication can be improved by setting a 
transmission speed to 19.2kbps (This parameter setup will only reflect after resetting power supply of 
inverter). 

 

 

2.6. Communication with inverter using a RJ45 connector 

When a common serial communication option is connected to a RJ-45 connector, the CPU of this 
option detects this connection, and stops the communication to the inverter, and communication via 
LONWORKS® is disabled. 
In addition, a host notify abnormalities, using the 8th bit of the network variable nvoDrvAlarm as "1". 
The connected common serial communication option can perform the usual communication, without 
carrying out special processing. 
If the common option is removed, the 8th bit of nvoDrvAlarm will be set to "0" and a host will be 
notified. 

 
Note: When a common serial communication option performs RS232C communication, RS20035-1 or 

subsequent ones should be used for the RS232C communication cable to be used. 
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3. Function 
This option board has network variable structure which was similar to LONMARK Variable Speed 
Motor Drive V1.1. Operation/stop control of the inverter and intensive surveillance control of an 
operation state can be performed through a network variable. 
In addition, the inverter is operated by Command mode selection (cmod) and frequency setting 
mode selection (fmod), until operation Command and frequency Command from communication are 
given. If operation Command and frequency Command are given from communication, regardless of 
Command mode selection (cmod) and frequency setting mode selection (fmod), the Command 
from communication will become effective until power supply OFF, and reset or a standard shipment 
setup is performed. 

 

3.1. Object map 

The network variable of this option is the following. 
Input Network Variable Output Network VariableVariable Speed Motor Drive:6010

Mandatory Network Variables

Optional Network Variables

Mandatory Configuration Properties
nciSndHrtBt SNVT_time_sec

nciMaxSpeed SNVT_lev_percent

nciMinSpeed SNVT_lev_percent

nciNmlSpeed SNVT_rpm

nciNmlFreq SNVT_freq_hz

nciRampUpTm SNVT_time_sec

nciRampDownTm SNVT_time_sec

Optional Configuration Properties
nciLocation SNVT_str_asc

nciRcvHrtBt SNVT_time_sec

nciMinOutTm SNVT_time_sec

nciDrvSpeedScale SNVT_lev_percent

Original Properties
nciPwUpOutTm *1 SNVT_time_sec

Original Network Variables

nviDrvSpeedScale

SNVT_lev_percent

nviDrvSpeedStpt

SNVT_switch

nvoDrvSpeed

SNVT_lev_percent

nvoDrvCurnt

SNVT_amp

nvoDrvVolt

SNVT_volt

nvoDrvPwr

SNVT_power_kilo

nvoDrvRunHours

SNVT_time_hour

The variable is created based on "LONMARK
Variable Speed Motor Drive:6010."
”*1” is a variable original with LIU005Z.

nvoEmergStatus      *1
SNVT_hvac_emerg

nviEmergOverride     *1
SNVT_havc_emerg

nviInvSetFreq       *1
SNVT_freq_hz

nvoInvOutFreq       *1
SNVT_freq_hz

nviDrvReset         *1
SNVT_state

nvoDrvAlarm         *1
SNVT_switch

nviInvP             *1 nvoInvP             *1

This option carries out an initialization setup of the inside
according to the connection state of a network variable,
when starting.
Please reset a this option, when connection of a network
variable is changed.

nvoTypeVer          *1
SNVT_str_asc

nvoDrvSpeedOtpt     *1
SNVT_switch
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3.2. Network Variables  
This communication board has network variables which set up operation of this option and inverter. 
 
Head character  nvi : Input network variable 
               nci : Configuration Properties 
               nvo : Output network variable 
Do not set the value outside of the Valid range to a network variable. It becomes the cause of incorrect 
operation. 
Reset this option when connection of a network variable is changed. 
 

Configuration Properties
NV name I/O SNVT Type unit Initial value LONMARK Function
1 nciLocation I SNVT_str_asc ---- ---- O ○ Location Label

2 nciPwUpOutTm I SNVT_time_sec 0.1s 0.0 - －
Power supply start

waiting time

3 nciRcvHrtBt I SNVT_time_sec 0.1s 0.0 O ○ Receive Heartbeat
Time

4 nciSndHrtBt I SNVT_time_sec 0.1s 0.0 M ○ Send Heartbeat Time

5 nciMinOutTm I SNVT_time_sec 0.1s 0.5 O ○ Minimum Send Time

6 nciMaxSpeed I SNVT_lev_percent 0.005% 100.000 M △*1 Maximum Motor Speed

7 nciMinSpeed I SNVT_lev_percent 0.005% 0.000 M △*1 Minimum Motor Speed

8 nciNmlSpeed I SNVT_rpm 1/s(rpm) 1800 M ○ Nominal Motor Speed in
RPM

9 nciNmlFreq I SNVT_freq_hz 0.1Hz 60.0 M ○ Nominal Motor
Frequency

10 nciRampUpTm I SNVT_time_sec 0.1s 10.0 M ○ Minimum Ramp Up Time

11 nciRampDownTm I SNVT_time_sec 0.1s 10.0 M ○ Minimum Ramp Down Time

12 nciDrvSpeedScale I SNVT_lev_percent 0.005% 100.000 O ○ Default value for
nviDrvSpeedScale

Input/Output network variable
NV name I/O SNVT Type unit Initial value LONMARK Function

1 nviDrvSpeedStpt I SNVT_switch ---- 0xFF, 0 M △*1 Drive Speed Setpoint

2 nviDrvSpeedScale I SNVT_lev_percent 0.005% nciDrvSpeedScale O ○ Drive Speed Setpoint
scaling(%)

3 nviInvSetFreq I SNVT_freq_hz 0.1Hz 3276.7 - － Inverter Set
Frequency

4 nviEmergOverride I SNVT_hvac_emerg bit 0 - － Emergency stop

5 nviDrvReset I SNVT_state bit 0 - － Reset

6 nvoDrvSpeed O SNVT_lev_percent 0.005% ---- M ○ Drive Speed Feedback

7 nvoDrvCurnt O SNVT_amp 0.1A ---- O ○ Drive Output Current

8 nvoDrvVolt O SNVT_volt 0.1V ---- O ○ Drive Output Voltage

9 nvoDrvPwr O SNVT_power_kilo 0.1kw ---- O ○ Drive Output Power

10 nvoDrvRunHours O SNVT_time_hour 1H ---- O ○ Drive Total Running
Hours

11 nvoInvOutFreq O SNVT_freq_hz 0.1Hz ---- - － Operation Frequency

12 nvoDrvSpeedOtpt O SNVT_switch ---- ---- - － Drive Status

13 nvoEmergStatus O SNVT_hvac_emerg int ---- - － Emergency status

14 nvoDrvAlarm O SNVT_switch ---- ---- - － Emergency alarm

15 nvoTypeVer O SNVT_str_asc ---- ---- - － Product information

The network variable for access to an inverter parameter
NV name I/O SNVT Type unit Initial value LONMARK Function

1 nviInvP I ---- ---- ---- - － Inverter parameter
access(command)

2 nvoInvP O ---- ---- ---- - － Inverter parameter
access(response)

M : Mandatory, O : Optionl
○：based on LONMARK Variable Speed Drive:6010、△：Difference in a few、×：Difference、－：Maker original
*1：Although based on nciNmlSpeed in LONMARK, it is based on nciNmlFreq as this option.  
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3.2.1. nciLocation (Location Label) 
nciLocation : SNVT_str_asc 
The ASCII data to 31 characters can be used as location information. 
Null terminator (ASCII 0x00) is necessary behind the final character. 
Therefore, the number of characters which can be actually set up is 30 characters.  
Any NULL terminated ASCII string is 31 bytes total length. 
 

3.2.2. nciPwUpOutTm (Power supply start waiting time) 
nciPwUpOutTm : SNVT_time_sec 
Valid Range : 0.1 to 300.0sec (0.1sec) 
Waiting time until it starts transmission after reset or power on.  
When a setting value is 0, transmission wll start after the initialization of this option 
finished.  
In a setup for 300.0 seconds or more, it limits in 300.0 seconds by internal processing. 
 

3.2.3. nciRcvHrtBt (Receive Heartbeat Time) 
nciRcvHrtBt : SNVT_time_sec 
Valid Range : 0.0 to 6553.4sec (0.1sec)    (6553.5 sec is invalid.) 
A value of 0(zero) disables the Receive Heartbeat mechanisum.  
When the data of nviDrvSpeedStpt, nviDrvSpeedScale, or nviInvSetFreq is not updated 
within this setting time, the inverter will stop and nviDrvSpeedStpt, nviDrvSpeedScale, and 
nviInvSetFreq will return to an initial value. 
 

3.2.4. nciSndHrtBt (Send Heartbeat Time) 
nciSndHrtBt : SNVT_time_sec 
Valid Range : 0.0 to 6553.4sec (0.1sec)    (6553.5 sec is invalid.) 
Regardless of a data sending-out event, it transmits at intervals of this time set variable. In 
addition, when a setting value is 0, data transmission will not be performed. 
 

3.2.5. nciMinOutTm (Minimum Send Time) 
nciMinOutTm : SNVT_time_sec 
Valid Range : 0.0 to 6553.4sec (0.1sec)    (6553.5 sec is invalid.) 
This variable defines the minimum transmitting time interval at the time of data sending-out 
event generating. In addition, when a setting value is 0, it transmits immediately at the time 
of event generating. 
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3.2.6. nciMaxSpeed (Upper limit frequency (ul)) 
nciMaxSpeed : SNVT_lev_percent 
This variable should set up the upper limit frequency of inverter parameter(ul) at the 
percentage to nciNmlFreq. (0.005% units). 
nciMaxSpeed×nciNmlFreq＝ul(Upper limit frequency of inverter parameter) 
Note : This variable is considered to be based on number of rotation in 'LONMARK 

Variable Speed Drive:6010'. 
When the “nciMaxSpeed” becomes larger than the maximum frequency of inverter (fh) 
and writing is not made to Upper limit frequency of inverter (ul), this variable will be 
invalid. 
It becomes reflection when a power supply is started or when this optional is reset. 
 

3.2.7. nciMinSpeed (Lower limit frequency(ll)) 
nciMinSpeed : SNVT_lev_percent 
This variable should set up the Lower limit frequency of the inverter parameter at the 
percentage to nciNmlFreq. (0.005% units). 
nciMinSpeed×nciNmlFreq＝ll（Lower limit frequency of the inverter parameter） 
Note : This variable is considered to be based on number of rotation in 'LONMARK 

Variable Speed Drive:6010'. 
When the “nciMinSpeed” becomes larger than the Upper limit frequency of inverter  (ul) 
and writing is not made to Lower limit frequency of inverter (ll), this variable will be 
invalid. 
It becomes reflection when a power supply is started or when this optional is reset. 
 

3.2.8. nciNmlSpeed (Nominal Motor Speed in RPM) 
nciNmlSpeed : SNVT_rpm 
Valid Range : 0 to 65534(1/s) (1rpm unit)    (65535 is invalid) 
This variable(nciNmlSpeed) is based on motor control in 'LONMARK Variable Speed 
Drive:6010'. But the variable of this option board is based on nciNmLFreq for control. This 
variable will not be used for internal transaction. 
(It is a dummy variable for LONMARK conformity.) 
 

3.2.9. nciNmlFreq (Maximum Frequency(fh)) 
nciNmlFreq : SNVT_freq_hz 
Valid Range : 30.0 to 500.0Hz（0.1Hz unit） 
In "LONMARK Variable Speed Drive: 6010", this variable is an object for the rated 
frequency of a motor. But frequency is set up per percentage or it is taken as the setting 
standard frequency for carrying out the monitor of the output frequency per percentage. It 
is equivalent to "fh " of the parameter of the inverter. 
It becomes reflection when a power supply is started or when this optional is reset. 
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3.2.10. nciRampUpTm (Ramp Up Time) 
nciRampUpTm : SNVT_time_sec 
Valid Range : 0.1 to 3200.0sec (0.1sec unit) 
This configration property determines the ramp up time of the motor. 
The data, which is not Valid Range, is invalid. 
 

3.2.11. nciRampDownTm (Ramp Down Time) 
nciRampDownTm : SNVT_time_sec 
Valid Range : 0.1 to 3200.0sec (0.1sec unit) 
This configration property determines the ramp down time of the motor. 
The data, which is not Valid Range, is invalid. 
 

3.2.12. nciDrvSpeedScale (Default value for nviDrvSpeedScale) 
nciDrvSpeedScale : SNVT_lev_percent 
Valid Range : -163.840% to 163.830% (0.005%)  
It becomes reflection when a power supply is on or when this optional is reset. 
This configuration property is used as the default value for nviDrvSpeedScale. 
 

3.2.13. nviDrvSpeedStpt (Drive Speed Setpoint) 
nciDrvSpeedStpt : SNVT_switch 
This input network variable provides start/stop control and a speed setpoint. 
A setting value is invalid when a frequency instruction value is more than the highest 
frequency.  
Note: The inverter is considered a start order in case of State=1. 
Though a speed order is percent value for the rotation number nciNmlSpeed, it is percent 
value for the frequency nciNmlFreq by this option "LONMARK VariableSpeedDrive: 6010". 
And, a command varies according to nviInvSetFreq as follows.  

nviDrvSpeedStptnviInvSetFreq State Value command

0 NA Stop
1 0 0%
1 1～200 0.5 to 100%

nciNmlFreq×nviDrvSpeedStpt×nviDrvSpeedScale
1 201～255 100%

nciNmlFreq×100%×nviDrvSpeedScale

0x7FFF
(Default)

0xFF NA AUTO(Invalid)
0 NA Stop
1 NA Follow a “nviInvSetFreq”.0～500.0Hz

0xFF NA AUTO(Invalid)  
The default value is AUTO(State=0、Value=0xFF). This value will be adopted at power-up and in case of not 
receiving an update within the specified Receive Heartbeat time(nciRcvHrtBt). 
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3.2.14. nviDrvSpeedScale (Drive Speed Setpoint scaling(%)) 
nviDrvSpeedScale : SNVT_lev_percent 
Valid Range : -163.840% to 163.830% (0.005% unit). (+163.835%(0x7FFF) is invalid) 
This input network variable provides scaling for nviDrvSpeedStpt. 
For details, please refer to “3.2.13 nviDrvSpeedStpt (Drive Speed Setpoint)”. Negative 
values indicate a motor direction in reverse.  
The default value will be adopted at power-up and in case of not receiving an update 
within the specified Receive Heartbeat time(nciRcvHrtBt). 
 

3.2.15. nviInvSetFreq (Inverter Set Frequency (Hz)) 
nviInvSetFreq : SNVT_freq_hz 
Valid Range : 0.0 to 500.0Hz (0.1Hz unit)   ( 3276.7Hz(0x7FFF) is invalid) 
This input network variable provides speed frequency. 
When the setting value of nviDrvSpeedScale is negative, a motor reverse-rotates. 
Moreover, the value which is not the range of maximum frequency (nciMaxSpeed) to 
minimum frequency (nciMinSpeed) becomes invalid.。 
When this variable is invalid data (3276.7Hz (0x7FFF)), the inverter is operated according 
to nciDrvSpeedStpt. 
The default value is AUTO (3276.7Hz (0x7FFF): invalid). This value will be adopted at 
power-up and in case of not receiving an update within the specified Receive Heartbeat 
time(nciRcvHrtBt). 
 

3.2.16. nviEmergOverride (Emergency stop) 
nviEmergOverride : SNVT_have_emerg 
This input network variable provides an emergency stop to the inverter. 
Emergency stop can be implemented by Emergency stop selection parameter (f603) 
setup of coast stop, slowdown stop or emergency DC braking. 
Refer to the instruction manual of the inverter for the method of the choice. And, the 
inverter trip release is effective only during the trip. The inverter is reset when the inverter 
trip release is done. (It comes to reset of only the inverter. Use nviDrvReset when resetting 
of LIU005Z is necessary.) 

Value Action Remark  (In the specifications of LONMARK)
0 Inverter trip

release
EMERG_NORMAL　(No Emergency mode)

1 EMERG_PRESSURIZE (Emergency pressurize mode)
2 EMERG_DEPRESSURIZE (Emergency depressurize mode)
3 EMERG_ PURGE (Emergency purge mode)
4 EMERG_SHUTDOWN (Emergency shutdown mode)
5 EMERG_FIRE

6～0xFF

Emergency
stop

----
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3.2.17. nviDrvReset (Reset) 
nviDrvReset : SNVT_state 
This input network variable provides reset to the drive or this option board. 
Resetting the inverter is effective only during the trip of inverter. 
Only this option board is reset when it demands this optional circuit board and the inverter 
are reset at the same time. 

Value Action Remark
bit0=1 Reset Resetting of the drive. (inverter trip release)
bit1=1 Reset Resetting of this communication option board

bit2-7=1 NA Invalid
 

3.2.18. nvoDrvSpeed (Drive Speed Feedback) 
nvoDrvSpeed : SNVT_lev_percent 
Valid Range : -163.840% to 163.830% (0.005%).  
This output network variable provides the speed of the drive as a percentage of the nominal speed 
(nciNmlFreq). 
 
Note : It indicate the rotating direction at the time of a stop, only when at the time of the operation 

starts after changing rotating direction. However, the rotating direction of an actual inverter is 
performed correctly. 

Example: 1) It stops while it drives in the reverse.  
2) A forward direction operation starts.  
At this time, -1.000% may be output in the inverter output when it changes in monitor 
though it is 1.000% when it starts in the forward direction. 
nvoDrvSpeed : -1.000 → 0.000(stop)･･･0.000(start) → -1.0000 → 1.005 

When Transmitted : 
This value is transmitted immediately when its value has changed significantly. 
Additionally, this network value will also be transmitted as a heartbeat output on a regular basis as 
specified by the Maximum Send Time (nciSndHrtBt) configuration value. 

 

3.2.19. nvoDrvCurnt (Drive Output Current) 
nvoDrvCurnt : SNVT_lev_percent 
This variable can monitor the output current (0.1A unit) of the inverter. 
At the time of the inverter trip, this data is overwritten at 0.0A. 
 

3.2.20. nvoDrvVolt (Drive Output Voltage) 
nvoDrvVolt : SNVT_lev_percent 
This variable can monitor the output voltage (0.1V unit) of the inverter. 
At the time of the inverter trip, this data is overwritten at 0.0V. 
 

3.2.21. nvoDrvPwr (Drive Output Power) 
nvoDrvPwr : SNVT_power_kilo 
This variable can monitor the output Power (0.1kw unit) of the inverter. 
At the time of an inverter trip, this data is overwritten at 0.0kw. 
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3.2.22. 
 

nvoDrvRunHours (Drive Total Running Hours) 
nvoDrvRunHours : SNVT_time_hour 
This variable can monitor the Drive Total Running Hours (1h unit) of the inverter. 
 

3.2.23. nvoInvOutFreq (Operation Frequency) 
nvoInvFreq : SNVT_freq_hz 
This variable can monitor the Operation Frequency (0.1Hz unit) of the inverter. 
 

3.2.24. nvoDrvSpeedOtpt (Drive Status) 
nvoDrvSpeedOtpt : SNVT_switch 
This variable can monitor start/stop status of inverter and the Operation Frequency (0.5% 
unit) of the inverter. 
 

State 0:Stop, 1:Running
Value Operation Frequency(0.5% unit) of an inverter.

 
3.2.25. nvoEmergStatus (Emergency status) 

nvoEmergStatus : SNVT_havc_emerg 
This variable can monitor the information when receiving nviEmergOverride. 

Value Status Remark （In the specifications of LONMARK）

0 Not
emergency stop

EMERG_NORMAL　　　　(No Emergency mode)

1 EMERG_PRESSURIZE 　 (Emergency pressurize mode)
2 EMERG_DEPRESSURIZE (Emergency depressurize mode)
3 EMERG_ PURGE 　　　　(Emergency purge mode)
4 EMERG_SHUTDOWN 　 (Emergency shutdown mode)
5 EMERG_FIRE

6～

0xFF

Emergency stop

----
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3.2.26. 
 

nvoDrvAlarm (Emergency alarm) 
nvoDrvAlarm :SNVT_switch 
This variable can monitor the trip state of the inverter, and notice communication state 
between inverter. 
Low-order 7bits of this variable are the trip code of the inverter. 
And the 8th bit is a monitor bit of the communication state of the inverter. 
When the 8th bit is "1", please check connection (When a serial-in common option is 
connected to RJ45 connector, it will be in an unusual state). 
In addition, Value of SNVT_switch serves as a unit 0.5%, when you read a trip code, 
please change a value. 

State Value Action Remark
0 0 Normal Normal
1 1～0xFF Bad

condition
An inverter is a trip state or communication
error state with the inverter.  

<Example> 
In under emergency stop, the trip code of the inverter is set to 0x11 (the method of decimal 
numeral 17). For this reason, it is displayed as 17x0.5=8.5. 
Since the 8th bit is set to 1 when communication is in a bad state, it is set to 128 and set to 
128x0.5=64. 
 

3.2.27. nvoTypeVer (Product information) 
nvoDrvAlarm : SNVT_str_asc 
This variable is a monitor about the form, the version information of the option board, and 
CPU software. 
Please monitor this variable using polling. 
And the last data of the strings becomes nullterminator (ASCII 0x00). 
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3.3. 
 

The network variable for parameter access 

 

3.3.1. nviInvP (Inverter parameter access(command)) 
nviInvP: 
This variable can set up the parameter of the inverter. 
The internal structure of a variable is shown below. 

 unsigned short int  mode_usi;     1: Read, 2 :Writeing to the RAM, 3:Writeing to the EEPROM 

 unsigned long      parano_usl;   The communication number of a parameter 

 unsigned long      paradat_usl;   The data of a parameter 

 
* Please do not set any values other than 1 to 3 to mode_usi. 
* See the instruction manual of the inverter for communication number of parameter. 
* Please set up the communication number of a parameter and the data of a parameter 

with the number of hexadecimal number. 
<Note>: The communication number of the parameter is written by the number of 

hexadecimal in the instruction manual of the inverter. 
                   <Data structure> 

Storing position + 0 Command 
+ 1 The communication number of a parameter (Upper) 
+ 2 The communication number of a parameter (Lower) 
+ 3 The data of a parameter (Upper) 
+ 4 The data of a parameter (Lower) 

 

3.3.2. nvoInvP (Inverter parameter access(response)) 
nvoInvP: 
It is a variable for the reply of the parameter access to the inverter.  
The internal structure of a variable is shown below. 
 

unsigned short int  mode_usi;     1: Read, 2: Writeing to the RAM, 3:Writeing to the EEPROM 

                FFH: communication error 

unsigned long      parano_usl;   The communication number of a parameter 

unsigned long      paradat_usl;   The data of a parameter 

 
* When a communication error occurs, the value of mode_usi serves as FFH and the value 

of paradat_usl becomes unfixed. 
 
                   <Data structure> 

Storing position + 0 Command 
+ 1 The communication number of a parameter (Upper) 
+ 2 The communication number of a parameter (Lower) 
+ 3 The data of a parameter (Upper) 
+ 4 The data of a parameter (Lower) 
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3.4. Standard object variables 

There are following standard object variables. 

Function SNVT type Name Input/output
Object request SNVT_obj_request nviRequest Input
Object status SNVT_obj_status nvoStatus Output

 
*Reception of nviRequest transmits nvoStatus. It can check that a node is in an on-line 

state via a network. 

 

nviRequest（Object Request） 3.4.1. 

nviReques t: SNVT_obj_request 
This supports following Object Request. 

RQ_NORMAL(Mandatory), RQ_UPDATE_STATUS(Mandatory), 
RQ_REPORT_MASK(Mandatory), RQ_CLEAR_ALARM(option） 

If RQ_CLEAR_ALARM is set, the inverter will reset the inverter only during a trip. 

Name of member Contents
object_id ID of object within node

object_request  0: RQ_NORMAL
  (Just report object status.)
 2: RQ_UPDATE_STATUS
  (Just report object status.)
 5: RQ_REPORT_MASK
  (“1” is set in the status bit of the support function.)
10: RQ_CLEAR_ALARM
  (Demand for trip resetting of the inverter)

 

nvoStatus（Object Status） 3.4.2. 

nvoStatus : SNVT_obj_status 
This supports following Object Status. 

Name of member Contents
object_id ID of object within node

object_id which received it is returned.
invalid_id

(Mandatory)
“1” means requested ID is not implemented in this node.
However, as this option, since object_id is not prepared, it is always
set to "0".

invalid_request
(Mandatory)

“1” means request for unimplemented function.

in_alarm “1” means objet is in alarm.
It is set to "1" during an inverter trip or communication unusual
detection with an inverter. (Keep in mind since the state at the
demand time is outputted as response status, not set to "0" yet at
the time of a RQ_CLEAR_ALARM demand.)

report_mask When RQ_REPORT_MASK is required by SNVT_obj_request, it
answers considering a member's (invalid_id, invalid_request,
in_alarm) status bit currently supported as "1."
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3.5. Display of service LED  

Service LED indicates the condition of nodes. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 3 4 52

OFFON

Power
ON

Time (second)

Continues to be OFF

Continues to be ON

Momentarily OFF then continues to be ON

Repeats ON and OFF

Repeats ON and OFF

Continues to be OFF

 

No. Meaning of LED Estimated cause
1 Although the inverter is turned on,

LED remains OFF.
2 LED continues to be ON after the

inverter is turned on.

Check the connection of the communication
cable between the inverter and the optional
unit. Hardware may be the cause of fault. If
the error cannot be remedied, ask for a
service.

3 LED is ON then OFF when the
inverter is turned on, and it continues
to be ON.

This option board does not have the
application program. Check sum error or self-
test error can be the cause. Ask for a service.

4 LED blinks every 0.5 second. A watch dog is suspected. Ask for a service.
5 LED blinks every 1 second. This is a normal action of the "Unconfigured"

device. If the device is not "Unconfigured",
the check sum error of the application may be
the cause. In this case, ask for a service call.

6 LED momentarily turns ON then
continues to be OFF.

When the program is in the condition of
"Configures" status, LED momentarily turns
ON when the inverter is turned on. Then the
LED continues to be OFF for some seconds.
The neuron chip indicates "Configured"
status that means the normal condition.

－ Flicker of LED (Approximately 10Hz
to 30Hz)

This may happen because of the wrong
setting of the CPU clock. It is necessary to
replace the CPU and to rewrite the
application program. Ask for a service.

 The 
dial numbers for a service call are listed on the back cover of the inverter's attached instruction manual 
or on its catalog. 
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4. Communication/Local Operation Changing 
As follows, communication / hand operation change can be performed according to the 
state of the input terminal of the inverter. 
 

F terminal ....... Operating command 
R terminal........ Communication/Local (Terminal in this example)  switching 
VIA terminal..... Frequency setting 
 

<Wiring> 
 

  VF-S11

F

R

CC

P24

VIA
Frequency setting

(Potentiometer)
10k ohm

LONWORKS® communication
 / Local  Switch

Operation Command

4.7k ohm-1/4W
Variable resistor for adjustment

                  10k ohm

SINK

SW1

SOURCE

 
 
<Parameter set up> 
cmod(Command mode selection) =0 (Terminal board) 
fmod(Frequency mode selection) =1 (VIA) 
f112(Input terminal selection 2 (R)) = 48(Remote/Local control) 
 
<Action> 
R-CC terminal is opened : VF-S11 is controlled from the communication. 
R-CC terminal is closed  : F-CC terminal short to RUN, open to STOP. 
                        Output frequency is set up by the VIA signal input. 
 
 
When VIA is used as an analog input, P24 must be divided the potential of voltage. 
Because PP(10V) terminal is not set up in this option. Be sure to connect the resistor 
between the P24 terminals as well as the case that VIA is used as logic input like the 
above example 
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